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A: You can use a View for this. Views is a Drupal module that
allows you to write SQL queries that are then executed as Drupal
tables. You can then use basic Rules to run actions on nodes to do

work on them. The link below is a basic starting point with an
example (which you can expand and modify). Drupal Views linking

to Rules Conditions Q: Question about using D3 for tutorial I am
trying to follow this tutorial: I did just recently get into D3 but I'm

finding it is a bit of a struggle to understand. I am especially
confused by his map code - specifically with how he is integrating

his svg and canvas code with it. I don't want to just copy and
paste the whole thing but I'm still not sure where to even start
with my own code. (I have tried to emulate the map code in my

own code so far). I am currently getting some errors and it
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